are happily playing. Japanese children seem to always have the right of
way; they are gaily dressed as flowers in the sun.
Scarlet and gold shuttered sedan-chairs, the kagos, blinds drawn,
occasionally go by, slung to long black beams carried on the thick shoulders
of stout naked-legged coolies, two coolies in front, two in the rear. Mystery
is everywhere. Maintained—as privacy? Weird figures wander by us as
from no earthly world. But notwithstanding this tremendous activity,
there is brooding quiet over all as though some enchantment wrought an
unnatural scene. Yet everywhere a pleasant gaiety gives assurance of in-
timate human contentment.
Dusk is falling. The softly brilliant globes or cylinders, red-paper lan-
terns patterned with strange characters in white or black, begin to glow
in the street vistas of this twilight. And there are rows of soft red lanterns
countering on rows along the streets, and always there are more clusters of
the beautiful things and occasionally a simple large one. On every build-
ing they hang and move to and fro as the breezes blow. Some hang above
the street on bamboo poles. Light, here, is something soft to beguile the
eyes. Evidently here too is the ancient advertising medium of a limitless
city. The illuminated sign is ancient.
Along all the highways and byways are the shops; all the second stories
lining the upper sides of the swarming streets are dwelling-places. The
sliding paper closure of the openings is usually protected by vertical
wooden slats in so many clever geometrial patterns. As evening falls these
screens become luminous from within as in daylight they were luminous
from without. Charming silhouettes are all the time flickering on them,
the play to and fro made as human figures pass. The plaintive twang of
samisen strings plucked by a broad ivory blade of the hands of the shop-
keeper's daughter—Hirani-san or Nobu-san—maybe, is heard coming
into the glowing unnaturally quiet scene. Yes, it all looks—-just like ilie
prints! It does.
The lower stories of buildings lining the labyrinth of earthen highways
and byways are all shops and wide open to the street from side to side. All
are ingeniously crammed to overflowing with an orderly array of curious
or brilliant merchandise: on all seven hills are famous temples and gardens,
famous places celebrated by the prints and at this moment—the year is 1800.
Therefore the quiet but gay life of this ancient-modern capital is aware
of Toyonobu, Harunobu, Shunsho, and Shigemasa. Utamaro Hokusai and
Hiroshige are soon to come to work. Commodore Perry has not yet insisted
upon international co-operation. No Hollanders have arrived. Will Adams,
hardy Englishman stranded there, is the only Westerner to have seen this
land of mist, snow, flower—and woman—until we reconstruct it from the
prints. This hardy, shipwrecked sailor is there now as much because he
wants to be as because the shoguns will not allow him to leave. Through
him, only, does this singular culture, developing in complete isolation,
learn anything at all of Western ways. And by way of the print alone does
the West know anything of Japanese ways in ancient Yedo.
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